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Sonic G909 is one of the topmost acoustically pleasing gaming headsets that provide the user with an incredible sound quality.Â It delivers unbeatable comfort and feels more like wearing a pair of headphones than a headset.Â The Somic G909 gaming headset works well with consoles such as PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, and PC games such as Overwatch, Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 and FIFA 19.Â Somic G909 was designed to fit the needs of professional gamers,
and because of this, it has many top-level features that ensure that you are able to play your favorite games at optimal settings.Â This headset comes in a matte finish that provides a sleek, sophisticated look. Somic G909PRoSmart Vibration Gamer Headset for PC. Strong vibrating system provide an optimal gaming and 4D experience.. SOMIC G909PRO is . Sonic G909 PRO is one of the topmost acoustically pleasing gaming headsets that provide the user with an
incredible sound quality.Â It delivers unbeatable comfort and feels more like wearing a pair of headphones than a headset.Â The Somic G909 PRO gaming headset works well with consoles such as PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, and PC games such as Overwatch, Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 and FIFA 19.Â Somic G909 PRO was designed to fit the needs of professional gamers, and because of this, it has many top-level features that ensure that you are able to play your
favorite games at optimal settings.Â This headset comes in a matte finish that provides a sleek, sophisticated look. Somic G909PRO - Semic G909PRO Smart Vibration Gamer Headset for PC. Strong vibrating system provide an optimal gaming and 4D experience.. Somic G909PRO is . Somic G909PRO is one of the topmost acoustically pleasing gaming headsets that provide the user with an incredible sound quality.Â It delivers unbeatable comfort and feels more
like wearing a pair of headphones than a headset.Â The Somic G909 PRO gaming headset works well with consoles such as PlayStation 4 and Xbox One, and PC games such as Overwatch, Call of Duty: Black Ops 4 and FIFA 19.Â Somic G909 PRO was designed to fit the needs of professional gamers, and because of this, it has many top-level features that ensure that you are able to play your favorite games at optimal settings.Â This headset comes in a matte finish
that provides a sleek, sophisticated
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Play 3D games with Somic G909 Play 3D games on your PC with Somic G909 Nvidia Geforce Cuda/Tesla GPU Play 3D games in your headphones Removes visual cues while gaming to improve your gaming experience Comfortable with a flexible 3D glasses holder Headphone Volume to operate the volume on your speakers Call volume turned on Enjoy stereo surround sound while gaming Battery indicator Comfortable and ultra-light headset1. Field of the
Invention The present invention relates to a target capable of inducing thermoelectrons upon its exposure to light from a light source, and a method of inspecting defects thereof. 2. Description of the Related Art A photomask is generally used for forming a pattern on a substrate and is inspected for pattern defects. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) is an inspection apparatus capable of in-situ measuring a photomask and detecting defects that are in dimensions
of about microns. FIG. 8 shows a schematic view illustrating the SEM inspection apparatus. The SEM inspection apparatus includes an electron beam source 2, a deflector 4, a control magnet 6, a specimen stage 8 and a detector 10. The electron beam source 2 emits an electron beam 12. The electron beam 12 is deflected by the deflector 4, and is irradiated on a photomask 14. A target 16 formed of a light emissive material such as a powder is attached to the surface
of the photomask 14. When the target 16 exposed to the electron beam 12 is irradiated with light from a light source (not shown), thermoelectrons are emitted from the target 16 and an electric current is induced by the thermoelectrons. The induced electric current is detected by the detector 10 connected to a ground. That is, a reduction in electric current induced by the target 16 indicates a defect (i.e., a pin hole) of the photomask 14. During the inspection, the
electron beam 12 is reduced in intensity, and the voltage applied to the control magnet 6 is adjusted to prevent damage to the photomask 14. The control magnet 6 adjusts the electric current induced by the target 16 to be a constant value during the inspection of the photomask 14. In addition, the light source is turned on during the inspection. Generally, a low-temperature light source, such as a halogen lamp, is used for the inspection. However, a halogen lamp has a
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